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for canonization
Introduction
John Kurzweil
The various eulogies delivered after Rose Bird? death in
December remind us that self-delusion remains the core o f
leftism. “She dealt with all of it with tremendous grace, ’’
said Santa Clara University Law School Professor Gerald
Uelmen, pinpointing the exact polar opposite in personal
attributes to those that dejned the firmer chief justice;
rancorous term on the Court. A Los Angeles Times editorial, describing this ‘j‘ustice”whose madcap tenure was
about as impartialandjudicious as the rulings ofEast German Olympic Games’ boxing referees during the Cold
War, listed “dedicationto legal principle” among the k q
notes of her l$. But no one topped Ninth Circuit Judge
Stephen Reinhardt who sobbed at a Bird memorial service
that % some ways, she wasjust too good too pure .... ”and
so was gloriously snatched o f t h e Court by Heaven, in the
formof a landslide 1986 rejection by California? voters.
Reinhardt and the others were performing a religious
ritual, a materialist? canonization. The l e j demands the
sacrifice of everyfiber of our being to the service of its party
line, a sacr$ce Bird enthusiastically made. She made the
left? enemies - crime victims’ rights, property rights,
above all the rule of law and jwtice - her own, and so
has received the reward of lejist sainthood such as it is.
John Kurzweil is editor of California Political Review.
January/February 2000

But this outpouring of revisionist history deserves an answer. To recall the real issues t h a t j p r e d in Bird) overwhelming rejection by the voters, CPR reprints here excerpts of writings by Boalt Hall Law Professor Phill$ E.
Johnson that orkinally appeared during the year before
the 1986 election. The Supreme Court Project, a predecessor of The California Public Poliq Foundation, published them in three booklets; the first section is fiom The
Court on Trial, which appeared in late 1985.

The Voters Rejected Judicial Activism
Phillip E. Johnson
election will be interpreted as
a test of public acceptance of liberal judicial activism. The California Supreme Court in recent
years has been a consistent and effective champion of liberal causes. The Court has taken an extremely broad view of what constitutes unlawful discrimination in employment, public accommodations,
and jury selection. It has interpreted the state constitution’s “right to privacy” broadly to include a right to
publicly funded abortions, while giving a narrow interpretation to the tax-cutting Proposition 13. Overturning a long series of court of appeal decisions, it has
made California one of the few states where public em-
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ployees have an explicit right to strike. It has expanded
the opportunities for injured persons (and their lawyers) to recover large sums in damages from corporations, insurance companies and public entities. Above
all else, the Court has been a dedicated protector of the
rights
of criminal defendants in general,
and defendants sentenced to death in particular.
Not all the justices under attack participated in all the decisions just described, but Chief Justice Bird in particular has endorsed every liberal cause
and frequently written individual
opinions urging the Court to go still
further. T o those who believe that the
Court’s agenda is also the Constitution’s agenda, this is all as it should be.
T o many other people, the Court is
pursuing a controversial social program and calling it law. The vote in
the nation’s largest state on its liberal
court - and especially on its liberal
chief justice - will be widely interpreted as the next thing to a national
referendum on the legitimacy of liberal
judicial activism.

though this legislative history could have been read as
indicating a legislative intent not to cover non-profit
organizations, the majority opinion thought that the
qualifying phrase “of every kind whatsoever” indicated
a legislative intent that the term “business establishments” should be given
an extremely broad construction to cover all places of public accommodation or amusement.
Chief Justice Bird did not join the
majority opinion, but once again chose
to write her own individual concurring
opinion. She quoted at length from the
dissenting opinion of Justice Poche in
the Court of Appeals, and her apparent
purpose in writing separately was to
give recognition to an opinion she
thought excellent. Poche had argued
that exempting non-profit fraternal or
charitable organizations from the statute would permit a racist group like
the Ku Klux Klan to provide athletic
facilities for white children only. He
also observed that exempting nonprofit organizations that charge only
nominal membership fees would allow
organizations supported by wealthy donors to discriminate, when less affluent
organizations that have to charge fees sufficient to cover
the costs of operation would not be allowed to do so.
The statute, he thought, must be construed sufficiently
broadly to prevent these outrageous possibilities.
Justice Mosk dissented on the ground that, by specifying only business establishments and not other types
of organizations, the Unruh Act deliberately left private
clubs, charitable institutions and the like regulated.
Against the majority’s and Chief Justice Birds desire to
construe the Unruh Act broadly to fight discrimination
in institutions of all kinds, Mosk posed the countervailing values of pluralism and freedom of association.
There may be good arguments for extending the
reach of anti-discrimination law to charities and private
clubs, but there are important countervailing considerations and the California Legislature made a decision to restrict the application of the Unruh Act to
only a certain kind of institution - business establishments. Both the majority opinion and the Bird opinion
rob this term of all meaning. The comments of Judge
Poche, quoted at length by Bird and also referred to
with approval in the majority opinion, are particularly
revealing on this point. The Ku Klux Klan is a despicable organization, but that does not make it a business establishment. If we admit as legitimate the principle that statutes should be construed not according to

Bird’s opinion in
Peup/e v. Brumn is
the work of a
justice who wants
to make sure the
Court does not run
out of excuses to
reverse death

sentences.

May a Boys’ Club
Exclude Girls?”
ALIFORNIA’S UNRUH Civil Rights Act provides

C

that “all persons within the jurisdiction of the
state are free and equal, and no matter what their
sex, race, color, religion, ancestry, or national origin are entitled to the full and equal accommodations,
advantages, facilities, privileges, or services in all business establishments of every kind whatsoever.” The
question in this case was whether the Unruh Act requires the Boys’ Club of Santa Cruz to admit girls as
members and permit them to use its facilities.
The majority opinion by Justice Grodin (joined by
Broussard, Reynoso, and a temporary justice) held that
the Boys’ Club is a “business establishment” and that
the exclusion of girls is “arbitrary.” Grodin acknowledged that the Unruh Act as initially drafted
banned discrimination in “all public or private groups,”
and that the final version of the Act limited its scope to
“business establishments of every kind whatsoever.” Al_ _

-

*From The Civil Cases, by Phillip E. Johnson, 1986 The
case discussed here is: Isbister v. Boys’ Club of Santa Cruz
(1985), 40 CaL3d 72,219 CaLRptr. 150, 707P.2d212.
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their terms, but broadly enough to prevent any hypothetical evil that judges think the Legislature ought to
have prohibited, then we have simply abandoned the
rule of law.
The majority opinion also uses the term “arbitrary” in
an unusual sense. The majority concedes the Boys’ Club
has an intelligible and apparently reasonable basis for its membership policy,
but then holds that policy “arbitrary”
because there are also good arguments
for a different policy. Arbitrary turns
’
.
out to mean just controversial, or questionable. In the long run, equal justice
under law is threatened - not protected - if we encourage the growth of
arbitrary power in the judiciary.

The record of Chief Justice Bird in death cases is
particularly noteworthy; she has voted to reverse every
death verdict without exception. We are told, however,
that we may not draw the obvious conclusion from this
record. The chief justice and other members of the current majority deny any intent to impede the death penalty. They are just trying to see that it
is carried out fairly. The blame for this
situation, Court defenders insist, lies
with the voters who passed the death
penalty statute in 1978, commonly
. called the Briggs Initiative, which was
poorly drafted and overbroad. This initiative measure replaced the 1977
death penalty statute enacted by the
Legislature which the California Supreme Court upheld as constitutional
by a four-to-three vote, with Bird dissenting in 1980. If the voters had left
the law alone, this argument goes, the
1977 law would have been in effect
LTHOUGH THE death cases are
and
would have been enforced.
not the most important part of
the Court’s work this issue has
Now, this attempt to shift the
blame to the Briggs Initiative, and to
taken on enormous importance
the 70 percent of the electorate that
in the public debate because it stands
voted
for it, is bogus. First, it has no
as a dramatic example of what can fairapplication
to the record of Chief Jusly be called judicial civil disobedience.
sin!$
tice Rose Bird. She has voted to
The essential facts can be stated quickly. The death
penalty has been upheld as constitutional by the Unitdeath verdict under both the 1977 and the 1978 stated States Supreme Court, and the California Constituutes, and On grounds so broad - often in opinions
tion specifically states that the death penalty does not
urging the Court to go further than it has - that no
violate any provision of our state constitution. We have
One familiar with the opinions can doubt that she
had valid death statutes in effect since 1977, but they
would be Pitching a shutout even if the Brig@ inof &is date [ M 29,
~ ~ itiative had never been conceived. It’s possible that
have not been enforced.
19861, the California Supreme Court has decided nearSome other members of the Court might have voted to
ly 60 death penalty cases, and has reversed the p e n + ,
affirm more death sentences if the cases had been tried
under the 1977 legislation. But this would mean only
in all but three. It would be misleading, however, to
have
been
that
these additional cases would continue being tied
say that the verdicts in even these three
affirmed because the cases remain in further litigation.
UP in further review on the ProPortion~ityissue along
with people V. Jackson.
For example, the death sentence in People v. Jackson
was affirmed in 1980 - yes, that’s 1980 - but the
Court has granted further hearings to determine whethFREELY CONCEDE that the Briggs Initiative was
er the verdict in that case is proportionate to the penalty
poorly drafted and should never have been passed.
imposed in thousands of other homicide cases from
The initiative was particularly foolish because it
around the state, even though the U. S. Supreme Court
played into the hands of a set of justices who were
has held that such proportionality review is not conalready committed to preventing the death penalty
stitutionally required. This far-reaching inquiry is cerfrom being carried out. In fact, the controversial parts
tain to take many years, and of course new issues will
of the Briggs Initiative gave prosecutors very little of
come forward by that time requiring further hearings.
any real value.
Consider the most important of the so-called “de*ExcerptedFom Phillip E. Johnson i Opening Statement in
fects” in the Briggs Initiative, the provision that made
The Biltmore Debate, May 29, 1986
killings committed in the perpetration of certain dan-

The Death
Penalty Cases*
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gerous felonies eligible for the death penalty without a
requirement that the jury find the defendant actually
intended to kill somebody. The California Supreme
Court decided in 1983 that intent ought to be required
and has reversed dozens of pre-1983 death verdicts because of the absence of this intent instruction. In all
these cases the evidence that the defendant intended to
kill was overwhelming, and the verdicts would have
been the same if the intent instruction had been given.
A problem exists only because the California Supreme
Court waited five years before telling the prosecutors
that it was necessary to give the instruction and then
applied the new rule retroactively to all the cases pending on appeal. Despite the state constitution’s express
command that a judgment may not be reversed for
procedural error unless a miscarriage of justice resulted,
the Court majority has strained mightily to find some
way to justify finding that failure to give the instruction was always prejudicial. I could give any number of examples - my favorite is People v. Fuentes,
where Chief Justice Bird speculated that the robber
might have shot the Brinks guard five times at short
range because he wanted to make the guard drop the
money bag, not to kill him.
In another case, the majority speculated that a contract killer who executed three persons, pausing to reload the shotgun each time in between, might have
lacked criminal intent because he used drugs.
doubts that Chief Justice Bird has
been exploiting opportunities to “stonewall” the
public on capital punishment should study the
December 1985 decision in People v. Brown,
where the Court reversed the death sentence of a man
who kidnapped, raped, and murdered a 15-year-old
girl on her way to school. The majority reversed because the trial court gave a standard instruction asking
the jury not to “be swayed by mere sentiment, conjecture, sympathy, compassion, prejudice, public opinion or public feelings.” This platitudinous instruction
is on the whole to the benefit of the defense and automatic reversal on this basis is absurd, but I’m pursuing
a different point.
One of the penalty issues argued in all the Briggs Initiative cases is that the standard penalty instruction is
defective because it uses the word “shall” rather than
“may,” and thus fails adequately to convey the point
that a jury has wide-open discretion to show mercy. In
the seven years that the initiative has been in effect,
prosecutors have repeatedly begged the Court to give a
decision on the validity of this instruction and to tell
them, or rather to tell the trial courts, what instruction
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ought to be given if the statutory one is defective. The
Court has again and again put off these requests, saying
it was unnecessary to reach the “shall instruction” issue
because the Court planned to reverse anyway on other
issues like the sympathy instruction. Finally, in People
v. Brown the prosecutors managed to shame the majority into deciding the question and even into approving
an alternate instruction that would pass muster. Because of this belated action, trial judges no longer have
to guess what instruction the Court wants.
Chief Justice Bird objected to this overdue but welcome action. She asked why it was necessary for the
Court to reach this instruction now. If the Court could
delay giving trial judges guidance on how to instruct
jurors correctly for seven years, why could it not wait
seven more? Bird’s opinion in People v. Brown is the
work of a justice who wants to make it as hard as possible for the trial courts to do the job right, in order to
make sure the Court does not run out of excuses to reverse death sentences.
I am not offended by the Court’s records in the
death cases because I am an enthusiastic supporter of
capital punishment. Although I am persuaded that the
death penalty is neither immoral nor unconstitutional,
I am impressed by the argument that trying to impose
it under present conditions does more harm than good.
I respect persons who oppose capital punishment openly and by honest means, in the Legislature, before public opinion, and even in the judiciary. What I do not
respect is a justice who pretends to acknowledge the
principle that it is ultimately for the public to decide
whether the death penalty is legitimate in California,
but who creates an elaborate obstacle course of legal
trickery to make sure that the penalty is never carried
out. This strategy of obstruction by sophistry has predictably brought the Court into disrepute and it has
trivialized the legitimate moral case that can be made
against capital punishment. Instead of debating as we
ought to - whether life imprisonment is sufficient
penalty for persons who commit horrible murders we find ourselves debating whether a contract killer or
a robber who fired bullets into his victim at short range
lacked the intent to kill. No wonder support for capital
punishment in the public is skyrocketing.
We’ve heard much talk about judicial independence
in these days, as if independence meant the inherent
right of high court judges to do exactly as they please.
Our California Constitution does protect judicial independence and that independence will be secure as
long as the courts remember that the purpose of independence is to preserve the rule of law, not to guar----__.
antee that we will be ruled by judges.
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Washington Letter
(Continuedfiom page 14)

eration of the Chinese Army thugs who murdered the
Tienamien Square freedom demonstrators. COSCO
was just barely prevented in 1998 from buying Long
Beach Naval Shipyards, thanks to Rohrabacher and his
Republican colleagues. Late last year, when another of
Jimmy Carter’s foreign policy errors, the Panama Canal transfer, came home to roost, Rohrabacher helped
publicize that a Hong Kong-owned/China-controlled
company, Hutchison Wampoa, holds the contract to
administer the ports at both ends of the canal. In 2000,
Rohrabacher wants to spend taxpayer dollars for research on creating a space-based electric power grid using satellites to beam solar power to earth and constructing space launch vehicles for space access at one
hundredth the space shuttle’s cost.

47th CD, Newport Beach - Christopher Cox
In 1999, Representative Cox continued his sterling
work chairing his House Select Committee on technology transfers to China. His dogged determination
and collegial but firm dealings with Committee Democrats brought unanimous passage of the Committee’s
late 1998 report. Its potency can be gauged by Clinton’s stalling and obstruction of its release, dragging
out to nearly five months the “vetting” process - intended to keep national security information from being exposed - that should have taken two weeks.
Cox’s report showed (1) China has surreptitiously obtained design information for all U.S. nuclear weapons, (2) the prime suspect for the espionage was then
still working at Los Alamos Labs, and (3) Janet Reno
did everything to stop the investigation except arrest
the investigators. Embarrassed Democrats forced Clinton to sign into law two-thirds of the Select Committee’s recommendations to strengthen critical technology protections, a victory Cox considers his prime
accomplishment for 1999. His main 2000 goal is a Republican Congress and White House.

52nd CD, El Cajon/Imperial - Duncan Hunter
Like Kuykendall, Rep. Hunter says his major accomplishment last year was reversing the trend of
cutting defense, including working to close the civilian-military pay gap that made it difficult to retain
highly-skilled soldiers, sailors, and airmen. For 2000,
he promises more of the same.

GENERAL
DOMESTIC/
LOCALGOVERNMENT
ISSUES
38th CD, LakewoodISouth Bay -Steve Horn
Rep. Horn lists completing Congress’s four-year assessment of federal government Y2K readiness as his
Januarynebruary 2000

signal 1999 accomplishment. Horn held 44 hearings
during those four years and pushed federal agencies to
allocate resources to handle Y2K. And for once, as
we’ve seen, the federal government apparently did
something correctly. He’s also proud of obtaining full
funding for the LA Flood Control Project, to be completed in 2001, and of his work on HMO legislation
also cited by Gallegly. Horn is a co-sponsor of the
Democrats’ favorite hobbyhorse: the Shays-Meehan
campaign finance “reform” bill. Horn’s constituents
might want to remember what Speaker-In-Waiting
Dick Gephardt said in support of Shays-Meehan (and
the McCain-Feingold Senate companion bills): “What
we have are two important values in direct conflict:
freedom of speech and our desire for healthy campaigns in a healthy democracy. We can’t have both.”
41st CD, Diamond Bar - Gary Miller
First on Rep. Miller’s list was directing 28 million
taxpayer dollars to the Santa Ana River Project and 5
million more to resuming construction of the Prado
Dam, two projects that he said will protect Southern
Californians against “200-year’’ floods - floods of a
magnitude and potential destructiveness statistically
likely to come once every 200 years. Miller’s second
item was sheparding a $1.5 million taxpayer grant to
the city of Ontario earmarked for high-tech law enforcement equipment such as hand-held palm computers capable of providing information on criminal suspects, and $500,000 for a regional science and
technology center in San Bernardino County. Thus,
Miller’s 1999 focus was bringing home the bacon to
his district. In 2000, Miller hopes to increase visa waivers for skilled foreign nationals, such as Koreans, who
make up a significant part of his constituency.

48th CD, San ClementeNista - Ron Packard
Rep. Packard’s proudest 1999 achievement was passing the Energy and Water Appropriations bill on time
and within budgetary guidelines through the Energy
and Water Appropriations Subcommittee he chairs.
“Water is the lifeblood of California,” Packard said,
pledging to keep working so “that California’s needs
are met in a fiscally responsible fashion.”

49th CD, San Diego - Brian Bilbray
Rep. Bilbray is most proud of two of his bills: one of
which has become law, adding San Diego’s Otay
Mountain region to California’s wilderness reserves,
and a second - his “beach cleanup bill,” which passed
the House and is now in the Senate - amending the
federal Water Pollution Control Act to improve, he
hopes, the quality of coastal recreation waters. Final
passage of the beach cleanup bill and ensuring that Social Security remains off-budget are his 2000 goals. =??.
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Be it Resolved
B
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EW YEAR’S
Resolutions have their origin in

pre-history. Charles Panati’s Extraordinary
Origins of Eveiyduy Things asserts that the
earliest recorded instances of making such
resolutions occurred 4,000 years ago with the Babylonians. Panati is not always totally reliable in his explanations of origins - he is wrong about the Barbie
doll, for example, though in this he was probably following the propaganda given out by Matte1 (the true
story in a future “Criticus” should there be any demand) - but he is certainly in the right neighborhood in noting that New Year’s Resolutions are of
great antiquity. The Babylonian resolutions were of a
somewhat loftier kind than determinations to lose
weight or stop smoking; theirs usually consisted of intentions to pay off debts and return borrowed items.
Much the same is true of other times and tribes. An
out-with-the-old, in-with-the-new impulse often
came also with extravagant and wanton celebrations,
followed by the resolve to improve. It appears that
there is something close to a universal need to mark
an annual turning point with resolutions regarding
improved conduct. That being said, the differences
between contemporary western ideas of New Year’s
--
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G.B. Tennyson has f o r many years resolute4 professed
English literature at UCLA.
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Resolutions and the ancient and traditional ones are
almost as great as the similarities.
In the first place, the New Year was most often celebrated in the spring at the vernal equinox, though
there are instances of its being marked at the summer
solstice, at the autumnal equinox, and at the winter
solstice. All of these solar turning points would have
had considerable significance in agricultural societies.
The springtime one marked the beginning of the season for sowing seeds, and the autumnal one marked
the harvest season. Are there any among us who remember that rousing hymn that celebrates both the
sowing of the seeds and the reaping of the harvest?

Sowing in the morning, sowing seed of kindness,
Sowing in the noontide and the dewy eve;
Waitingfor the harvest, and the time of reaping,
We shall come rejoicing, bringing in the sheaves.
The Chorus, of course, twice repeats “bringing in the
sheaves,” and ends with the repeat of the final line,
“We shall come rejoicing ....”etc.
Yes, Criticus can sing it still, those words that link
renewal and reward with the turning points in the solar year. And, in the spirit of the Old Time Religion
from which hymns like this stem, we note that by
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